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[C]ourt reports are 
due within two weeks 

of  an event.  

Ansteorran Heraldry Website 
http://heraldry.ansteorra.org/ 

Calendar 
EVERY MONTH 

15th Deadline for Submis-
sions to Asterisk 

20th Comments on ILoI of 
Previous Month due to 
Retiarius 

Apr 
5th 

Elfsea Springfaire 
 - CoH meeting for 
    ILoI 2003-02 

May 
3rd 

Crown Tourney 
(Northkeep) 
 - CoH meeting for  
    ILoI 2003-03 

Greetings unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds from Medb Liath, Asterisk.  I respectively submit these 
items for your comments. 
 
In service to our Crown and Kingdom, 
Medb Liath 
Asterisk Herald 
 

 
1)  Alaric Morganygg.  (Loch Ruadh) 
               New Name.  New Device. 

 
Gules, a bend sinister sable between a sea-lion rampant and a cros 
botonny Or. 
 
Documentation Provided: 
Alaric:  The Oxford Dictionary of English Christian Names, 
Withycombe, p.4. 
Morgannwy - Welsh Surnames, Morgan and Morgan, p. 168, under the 
heading Morgan.  Morganwg:  Place Names of Scotland, Johnston, p. 
274 under the heading Galmorgan.  Request a spelling variance of 
Morganygg. 
Photocopies: None provided. 
Changes:  Minor only. Gender:  male. 
Asterisk Note:  Has permission to conflict with Fiona Morganygg. 
 
 

Internal Letter Of Intent 2003-03 

 

Letter From Obelisk Herald 
Greetings! 

We have a rather large ILoI this month, mostly thanks to the consultation table at Coronation, I’m sure.  
As always, Retiarius welcomes any and all commentary on the letter —  you don’t even have to comment on 
every single item, just those you’re comfortable with!  Her contact information can be found at the top of 
the AICC letter after the ILoI. 

Also in this issue are the Laurel acceptances and returns done in October and November 2002, ruling 
on the April and May 2002 ILoIs.  There’s no letter from Star this month, so we’ll just jump right in. 
 
In service, 
Emma de Fetherstan 
Obelisk Herald 
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2)  Angus MacKinnon.  (Steppes) 
               Name registered September 2001, via Ansteorra.  New 
Device. 

 
Per Chevron Purpure and 
vert, a chevron and in chief a 
Mullet of four greater and 
lesser points Or. 
 
Previous Submission:  This 
device was pended from ILoI 
0200 for lack of name. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3)  Asa Hrafnasdóttir.  (Loch Ruadh) 
               New Name.  New Device. 

Per fess sable and gules, in 
chief three ravens standing 
close and in base a valknut 
Or. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
Old Norse Names.  Geirr 
Bassi Haraldsson. 
Asa, p. 8 
Hrafnasdóttir, p.11, pg 17, 
“The Formation of 
Patronymics and 
Matronymics”. 
Photocopies: None provided. 
Changes:  Minor only.  

Gender:  female. 
 
 
4)  Aylwin Holbrook.  (Gates Edge) 
               New Name.  New Device. 

 
Or, a cat sejant sable a top a 
cushion purpure. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
Aylwin – The Concise 
Dictionary of English 
Christian Names, 
Withycombe, p 39. 
Holbrook – Dictionary of 
English and Welsh Surnames, 
p 391. 
Photocopies: None provided. 
Changes:  Allowed.  No 
preferences listed. 
 

 

5)  Bicé di Pietro.  (Loch Ruadh) 
               Name registered December 1996 via Ansteorra.  
Resubmitted Device. 

 
Gules, on a bend sinister 
wavy Or an estroille sable. 
 
Previous Submission:  
Gules, a cross Or, overall on 
a lozenge sable fimbriated an 
estoile all within a bordure 
Or was returned for violating 
rule XI.4: Arms of Pretense. 
The fimbriation makes the 
lozenge appear to be charged 
with a bordure.  
 
 
 

 
 
6)  Caius Fabius.  (Wiesenfeur) 
               Change of Name.  Alexandros Dietrick vom dem 
Einhornwald  registered June 1988 via Ansteorra. 
 
Documentation Provided:  Caius:  Common praenomen. 
Fabius:  Common gens nomen from tribal name Fabia. 
Both found at St. Gabriel’s at http://home.attbi.com/~rthamper/
html/romannaming.htm. 
Photocopies: Submitter provided a long essay, explaining the 
name construction. 
Changes:  Major allowed, no minor. 
 
 
 
 
7)  Charles Le Cerviosier d’Alsace.  (Ravensfort) 
               New Name. 
 
Documentation Provided:  Charles:   - French give name p 203 
s.n.  Charles gives it as a baptismal name.  Morlet, Marie-
Thérèse, Dictionnaire Étyologique des Noms de Famille (Librarie 
Académique Perrin, 1997). 
Le Cervoisier:  French byname meaning beer maker.  Gilebert le 
cervoisier, Colm Dubh, “An Index to the Given Nmes in th4e 
1292 Census of Paris,” www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/anmes/paris.
html. 
d’Alscace:  French locative byname.  P 270 s.n. Dalsace orginally 
d’Alsace.  Morlet, Marie-Thérèse, Dictionnaire Étyologique des 
Noms de Famille (Librarie Académique Perrin, 1997).  P 36 s.n. 
Alsace mentions the region from 843 to 1525.  Meriam Webster’s 
Georgraphical Dictionary, 3rd Ed., (Springfield, Mass.:  
Merriam-Webster, Inc.) 
Photocopies: Provided. 
Changes:  Allowed.  Gender:  male.  Prefers 15th Century, 
Northern France language/culture. 
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8)  Caitrín ferch Rhys.  (Loch Ruadh) 
               New Name.  New Device. 

Argent, chapé ployé purpure, 
a dolphin azure, and in chief 
two lotus blossoms argent. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
Caitrín – Form of Catherine.  
Irish Names and Surnames.  
Patrick Woulfe, Special 
Revised Edition, p 208.  
Katherine/Catherine, The 
Oxford Dictionary of English 
Christian Names, E.G. 
Withycombe, p 83. 
ferch – Variant of verch 
(daughter of), “A Simple 

Guide to Constructing 13th Century Welsh Names,” Tangwystyl 
verch Morgant Glasvryn, http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/
tangywstyl/welsh13.html 
Rhys -  “A Simple Guide to Constructing 13th Century Welsh 
Names,” Tangwystyl verch Morgant Glasvryn, http://www.s-
gabriel.org/names/tangywstyl/welsh13.html. 
Photocopies: None provided. 
Changes:  Minor only. Gender:  Female. Prefers 13th Century 
Welsh language/culture. 
 
 
 
 
9)  Dyan du Lac des Callandres.  (Rosenfeld) 
               Name registered September 1992 via Ansteorra.  New 
Device. 

 
Or, a dragonfly sable and a 
chief embattled gules. 
 
Asterisk Note:  Submitter has 
given a letter of transfer for 
her currently registered device 
and this submission will 
become her primary device.  
Letter of Acceptance from the 
recipient has been received. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10)  Elinora inghean ui Ruairc.  (Steppes) 
               Name registered August 2001 via Ansteorra.  
Resubmitted Device. 

Argent, two chevronelles 
between two shamrocks and 
an Irish harp vert. 
 
Previous Submission: 
Argent, two chevronelles 
between two shamrocks and 
an Irish harp vert was 
returned for redraw of the 
shamrocks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
11)  Elizabeth Hawkwood.  (Loch Ruadh) 
               Name passed Kingdom 8/02.  Resubmitted Device. 
 
Per bend raguly Or and purpure, A bow and two arrows Or 
crossed in base dexter. 

 
Previous Submission: Per 
bend embattled Or and 
purpure a bow and two 
arrows couchant in base 
dexter was returned for 
redraw of the bend. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
12)  Fintan O’Quigg.  (Northkeep) 
               New name.  New Device. 

Vert, a chevron between three 
lanterns Or. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
O’Brien’s Corpus 
Genealogiarum Hiberniae, 
1976. 
Photocopies: None provided. 
Changes:  Allowed.  Gender:  
male.  Prefers Irish 14th 
century. Requests 
authenticity. 
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13)  Fiona Morganygg.  (Loch Ruadh) 
               New name.  New Device. 

Gules, a bend sable between 
a sea-dragon rampant and a 
cross botonny Or. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
Fiona: The Oxford Dictionary 
of English Christian Names.  
Withycombe, p 53.  See also 
“Selected Precedents of the 
SCA:  Given Names,” at 
http://www.sca.org/heraldry/
laure/precedents/
CompledNamePrecedents/
GivenNames.html. 
Morgannwg, Morgannwy: 

Welsh Surnames, Morgan and Morgan, p. 168, under the heading 
Morgan.  Morganwg:  Place Names of Scotland, Johnston, p. 274 
under the heading Galmorgan.  Request a spelling variance of 
Morganygg. 
Photocopies: None provided. 
Changes:  Minor only.  Gender:  female. 
Asterisk Note:  Has permission to conflict with Alaric 
Morganygg. 
 
 
 
14)  Gerard du Quartier.  (Northkeep) 
               Name registered November 2001 via Ansteorra.  
Resubmitted device. 

 
Purpure, a cross of Cleves 
and on a chief invected Or, 
three fleurs-de-lys azure. 
 
Previous Submission:  
Purpure, a cross of Cleves Or 
and on a chief azure 
fimbriated three fleurs-de-lys 
argent was returned because 
of the fimbriated chief (RfS 
VIII.3). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
15)  Ivan Ivanovich Ezhov.  (Raven’s Fort) 
               Resubmitted name. 
 
Previous Submission:  Ivan Ivanovich Yozhik was returned for 
improper Russian name construction, June 1992. 
 
Documentation Provided:  Paul Goldschidt, Dictionary of 
period Russian Names, 3rd ed. Free Trumpet Press, 2000.  P 120, 
Ioann – Ivan 1273, Ivanovich, 1386.  P 88, Ezh – Ezhov 1572. 
Photocopies: None provided. 
Changes:  Changes allowed.  Gender:  male. 

16)  Joan Briggs.  (Loch Sollier) 
               New Name. 
 
Documentation Provided:  Joan:  1) printout from Feminine 
given name in Des http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/talen/reaney/
index_mid4.html. 
2) Withycombe, English Christian Names, 3rd ed. p 176 sn Joan 
(f) the usual f. form of John… became suddenly common in the 
12th century. 
Briggs:  1) print out from “English Names from pre-1600 Brass 
Inscriptions,” dates name to 1390, http://www.s-gabriel.org/
names/arval/brasses.  2)  Reaney and Wilson, Oxford Dictionary 
of English Surnames revised 3rd ed. p 64 sn brigg, Briggs”dates 
form of name to 1275, 1332 meaning dweller by the bridge. 
Photocopies: Copies of the web sites provided. 
Changes:  No major changes allowed. Gender: female. Cares 
more about sound. 
 
 
 
17)  Katheryn Margarete de Ryes.  (Loch Ruadh) 
               New Name. New Device. 

 
Or, a bat displayed on a chief 
invected sable a decrescent 
moon or. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
Katheryn:  p 127, Reaney and 
Wilson, under Daughter to 
1570. 
Maragarete – “Late Sixteenth 
Century English Given 
Names,” Talan Gwynek at 
http://www.panix.com/
nmittle/names/talan/eng16/
index.htm.  

de – of 
Ryes, from The Normans. R. Allen Brown.  New York:  St. 
Martin’s Press.  p 4. 
Photocopies: Copy from The Normans with map showing Ryes. 
Changes:  No major changes allowed. 
 
 
 
 
18)  Magnus von Lübeck.  (Raven’s Fort) 
               Alternate Name.  Baltesar de Gôa. 
 
Documentation Provided:  Baltesar:  Portugese given name.  
Juliana de Luna, “Portuguese Names from the 16th Century” 
www.s-gabriel.org/names/juliana/portugal16/. 
de Gôa:  Portuguese locative byname p431 s.n. Goa gives Gô as a 
stat in India taken by the Portuguese in 1510.  Merriam-
Webster’s Geographical Dictionary, 3rd ed., (Springfield, Mass.:
Merriam-Webster, Inc.). 
Changes:  Allowed. 
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19)  Matheus Mac Taush Mak Mychell.  (Northkeep) 
               New Name.  New Device. 

 
Or, a semy of thistles proper, 
a lion rampant guardant 
queue-forché and a bordure 
vert. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
Matheus:  see Mathgamain, p 
135.  Irish Names, Donnchadh 
Ó Corráin and Fidelma 
Maguire.  The Lilliput Press, 
1992, Dublin.  MacTavish 
p566 Mak Mychell p 542-543.  
The Surnames of Scotland 
Their Origins, Meaning, and 

History, George Black, PhD, New York Public Library 1965. 
Photocopies: None provided. 
Changes:  No major changes. Gender:  male.  Cares more about 
sound. 
 
 
 
20)  Matheus Mac Taush Mak Mychell.  (Northkeep) 
               New Badge. 

(Fieldless) On a equal-armed 
Celtic cross Or, a thistle 
proper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
21)  Micheal na Tuaighe.  (Northkeep) 
               New Name.  New Device. 

 
Per chevron rayonny azure 
and argent two double-bitted 
axes in saltire sable. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
Micheal:  Irish Gaelic spelling 
of Michael, found in Ó 
Corráin, Maguire, p136. 
Na Tuaighe:  Irish Gaelic 
descriptive byname found at 
http//s-gabriel.org/names/
mari/AnnalsIndex/
DescriptiveBynames/
naTuaighe.shtml. 

Photocopies: Website printout. 
Changes:  Changes allowed.  No gender preference. 

 

 

22)  Nicollette de Loria.  (Loch Solleir) 
               Alternate Name.  Cynethryth of Tewkesbury. 
 
Documentation Provided: 
Cynethryth:  1) queen of Offa name found on a coin 7-9th 
centuries, The Anglo-Saxons, ed. James Campbell.  2) mother of 
St. Dunstan (b. 924/5 or ealier) “his mother, Cynethryth, a 
woman of saintly life… ” The Catholic Encyclopedia http://www.
newadvent.org/cathen/05199a.htm 
Tewkesbury:  1) town name found on map in The Anglo Saxons.  
2)  Ekwall – Oxford English Dictionary of English Place 
Names3rd ed. p442 sn Tewkesbury lists several spellings of the 
name dated from 963-1168. 
Photocopies: Copies from The Anglo Saxons provided. 
Changes:  No minor changes.  Gender:  female. 
 
 
 
23)  Olivia de Calais.  (Northkeep) 
               New Name.  New Device. 

Or a unicorn couchant 
purpure with an orle of 
fleurs-de-lys azure. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
Olivia:  header form from 
Withycombe, Oliva dated to 
1203-1215 (sn Olive). 
De Calais:  Dauzat and 
Rostaing, p131 under Calais 
dates “Kalias” to 1181 and 
“Chaléns” to 1214. Calais is a 
header form. 
Photocopies: None provided. 
Changes:  Allowed.  Gender:  
female. 

 
 
 
24)  Riguallaun map Guoillauc.  (Dragsonfire Tor) 
               New Name.  New Device. 

 
Vert, a pall Or between a 
dove Volant to sinister and 
two swords in pile. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
Tangwystyl verch Morgant 
Glasvryn.  The First 
Thousand Years of British 
Names, http//www.s-gabriel.
org/names/tangwystyl/
british1000/appendix3.htm. 
Photocopies: Provided and 
includes explanatory email 
from Tangwystyl. 

Changes:  Allowed.  Desires male, 10th century Welsh. 
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25)  Rosamund Blanchflur.  (Northkeep) 
               New Name. 
 
Documentation Provided:  Rosamund:  English feminine given 
name.  Withycombe, p258, under Rosamund dates Rosamunda to 
1205, 1207, 1273 as well as mentioning Rosamund Clifford, died 
1176. 
Blaunchflur:  English descriptive byname.  Reaney and Wilson, p 
48, under Blanchflower, date this spelling to 1228. 
Photocopies: None provided. 
Changes:  Minor only.  Gender:  female. 12th century Anglo-
Norman language and culture. 
 
 
 
26)  Tegwared MacAuley.  (Loch Ruadh) 
               New Name.  New Device. 

 
Bendy sinister gules and 
argent an open bok sable. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
Tefwared:  “A Simple Guide 
to Constructing 13th Century 
Welsh Names.”  Tangwystyl 
verch Morgant Glasvryn, 
http//www.s-gabriel.org/
names/tangwystyl/welsh13.
htm. 
MacAuley:  A Dictionary of 
English Surnames, Reaney 
and Wilson, 2nd ed., p208. 
Photocopies: None provided. 

Changes:  Minor only.  Gender:  male.  13th century Welsh 
language/culture. 
 
 
 
 
27)  Þorgeirr Valbjarnarson.  (Loch Ruadh) 
               New Name.  New Device. 

 
Per fess argent and gules, in 
chief a bear passant to 
sinister sable and in base a 
valknut sable on a plate 
argent. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
Old Norse Names, Geirr Bassi 
Haraldsson, p 15-17. 
Photocopies: None provided. 
Changes:  Minor only.  
Gender:  male.  Desires 
language/culture. 
 
 

 
 
 

28)  Tiberius Caelianus Severus.  (Glaslyn) 
               Name registered Octoeber 1999 via Atlantia.  New 
Badge. 

 
Erminois on a pale sable a 
rose argent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
29)  Tukka Kirk.  (None listed) 
               New Name. New Device. 

 
Or, a chevron azure between 
two bears combattant gules 
and a horseshoe inverted 
azure. 
 
Documentation Provided:  
Tukka – Reaney and Wilson 
p 456, 12th and 13th century 
under Tuck, pet form of on 
porketill. 
Kirk, Reaney and Wilson, p 
268, dates 1209-1308, Black, 
p 405, s.n. Kirk Patrick Kirk 

dates to 1456. 
Photocopies: None provided. 
Changes:  Allowed.  No preferences listed. 
 
 
30)  Zoe du Murat.  (Raven’s Fort) 
               New Name. 
 
Documentation Provided:  Zoe:  French give name.  P 984 s.n. 
Zoe gives it as a baptismal and matronymic name. Morlet, Marie-
Thérèse, Dictionnaire Étyologique des Noms de Famille (Librarie 
Académique Perrin, 1997). 
du Marat:  French byname.  P 73 s.n. mur gives de Murat. Morlet, 
Marie-Thérèse, Étude d’Anthroponymie Picarde, les noms de 
personne en Haute Picardie aux XIIIe, XIVe, XVe, siecles, 
(Amiens, Musée de Picardie, 1967). 
Photocopies: Provided. 
Changes:  No changes allowed. 
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ANSTEORRAN COLLEGE OF HERALDS 
Annotated Internal Collated Commentary  

on ILoI 0212 
 
Herein find the decisions made February 1, 2003 at Candlemas in Bryn 

Gwlad. 
 
Medb Liath, Asterisk 
 
 
Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does Estrill Swet, Retiarius Pur-

suivant, make greetings. 
 
For information on commentary submission formats or to receive a copy 

of the collated commentary, you can contact me at: 
     Deborah Sweet 
     824 E 8th, Stillwater, OK 74074 
     405/624-9344 (before 10pm) 
     dssweet@okstate.edu 
 
 
Commenters for this issue: 
 
Gunnvör silfrahárr 
Da’ud ibn Auda - al-Jamal Herald 
Gawain of Miskbridge - Green Anchor Herald 
Eirik Halfdanarson - Arbalest Herald. He used the online armorial 

through March 2002. 
Magnus von Lübeck – Orle Herald 
Barony of Bryn Gwlad - Commenters for this month were the Honor-

able Lady Pegasus Devona and Lord Johann Kiefer Hayden (ye olde 
scribe of the group).  Conflict checks were performed using the 10th 
Edition of the Ordinary and Armorial as well as an online version.  
Additional comments in the first person 

Maridonna - Sources used: Geirr-Bassi, Fucilla. The SCA Armorial was 
accessed 12/15/2002  http://oanda.sca.org/  
 
 

 
Collated Commentary on ILoI 0212 

 
 
1. Angus MacNokard (Northkeep) 

Resubmitted device. Name registered July 1997 via Ansteorra. Azure, 
a winged tankard argent. 
 

Previous submission: Azure, a winged tankard argent was re-
turned for unidentifiability of the charge. The wings made the 
tankard unidentifiable. 

 
Da’ud 
[Device] The wings are not attached to the mug in their expected posi-

tion, but at the lip. I don’t know that it’s a fatal problem, but we 
might need to specify in the blazon the location of the wings. 

 
Eirik 
[Device] There is still some question in my mind if the identifiably of the 

tankard has been resolved.  
Bryn Gwlad 
[Device] No identifiability issues this time, and no conflicts. 
 
College Action 
     Device:  Forward to Laurel.  Advise submitter to lower the handle to 

increase recognition. 
 
 

2. Arabella Mackinnon (Eldern Hills) 
Resubmitted device. Name registered August 2002 via Ansteorra. 
Argent, a cross of four mascles a bend abased and cotised argent. 

 
Previous submissions: Azure a cross of four lozenges a bend 

abased and cotised argent was returned for conflict with Fal-
lan of Hathyrwyk (June 1996): Azure, on a bend cotised argent 
three thistles palewise proper, in chief a cross of four lozenges 
argent. 

 
Da’ud 
[Device] The usual grammar of blazon will place the primary charge 

(and generally an ordinary is the primary charge, even when abased) 
before other charges. Blazon fu: Argent, a bend abased cotised and in 
chief a cross of four mascles argent. Are all of the charges really ar-
gent on an argent field? Or did she reverse the tinctures from her pre-
vious attempt, and they are really azure? 

 
Eirik 
[Device] There is a question as to whether or not a mascle gets a CD 

from a lozenge. The one precedent that I found was from 1982: 
“With regard to the “complete difference of charge” clause, 
I have been convinced that we should allow it to be invoked 
in the case of a device of several charges because otherwise 
it is impossible to check all of the conflicts. Therefore, if a 
badge or a device differs from another by having all of its 
charges be completely different, then it does not conflict. 
Thus Argent, three lozenges azure does not conflict with 
Argent, three swords azure, but it would conflict with Ar-
gent, three mascles azure, as a lozenge and a mascle are 
not completely different, although they are different. When 
multiple charges are involved, the standard of “completely 
different” will be tougher than in the case of a by single 
charge. In particular, if there are a lot of charges in an un-
usual arrangement, then it may not be possible to achieve 
complete difference, and so two full points would be re-
quired. An example would be nine bezants in cross within 
eight swords in annulo. This would be blazoned as a cross 
of bezants within an annulet of swords. If you then had an-
other SCA device which had nine lozenges in cross within 
eight dolphins naiant in annulo, the arrangements are so 
visually striking that the two would immediately be con-
fused, even though the charges are different. This is a case 
where complete difference could not be achieved. WVS 
[64] [CL 18 Mar 82], p. 2” Italics are mine. 

If one follows this precedent, then this also conflicts with Fallan of 
Hathyrwyk (June 1996): Azure, on a bend cotised argent three this-
tles palewise proper, in chief a cross of four lozenges argent. 

 
Bryn Gwlad 

[Device] The way the blazon reads, the whole thing just disappears 
into a sea of argent. We recommend a return based on violations of 
RfS VIII.2.b.i and VIII.3. 

 
College Action 
     Device:  Forward to Laurel.  Note the following: WVS [64] [CL 18 

Mar 82], p. 2 indicates a conflict with Fallan of Hathyrwyk (June 
1996): Azure, on a bend cotised argent three thistles palewise proper, 
in chief a cross of four lozenges argent.  Since this is a rather old 
precedent, we wish for Laurel to rule. 

 
 
3. Burke Kyriell MacDonald (Wiesenfeuer) 

Resubmitted badge. Name registered January 1981 via An-
steorra. Gules, on a mullet of 10 points Or, 5 greater and 5 
lesser, a griffin passant contourney sable, and a bordure Or. 
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Previous submission: (Fieldless) On a mullet of 10 points Or a 
griffin passant contorny sable was returned in February 2002 
LoAR for multiple conflicts. 

Da’ud 
[Badge] The blazon is far longer than it needs to be. And, “There is no 

‘e’ in contourny.” (See, e.g., May 21, 1999 Cover Letter with the 
May 1999 LoAR, p. 2.) Gules, on a mullet of five greater and five 
lesser points Or a griffin passant contourny sable, a bordure Or. 

 
Eirik 
[Badge] – No conflicts found. 
 
Magnus 
[Badge] “Gules, on a mullet of five greater and five lesser points Or a 

griffin passant contourny sable within a bordure Or.” Versus Eleric 
Sønn Hvittann February 1984: “Sable, on a sun Or an anvil sable, 
within a bordure Or.” One CD for the field. 

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Badge] Blazon fu: Gules, within a bordure, on a mullet of five greater 

and five lesser points Or, a griffin passant contourney sable. No con-
flicts. 

 
College Action 
    Badge:  Return for conflict: Eleric Sønn Hvittann February 1984: 

“Sable, on a sun Or an anvil sable, within a bordure Or.” 
 
 
4. Chandranath Mitra (Mooneschadowe) 

New badge. Name registered October 2000 via Ansteorra. (Fieldless) 
A maunch sable. 

 
Eirik 
[Badge] No conflicts found. 
 
Magnus 
[Badge] An Tir September LoI has Gordon Redthorn (Fieldless) A 

maunch sable. If this is registered in the January LoAR then 
Chandra’s will be returned. 

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Badge] Close to but clear of Maude of Burgundy (February 1996): 

(Fieldless) A maunch per pale sable and gules. One CD for the color 
of the charge plus the automatic “fieldless” CD. 

 
College Action: 
    Badge:  Withdrawn by submitter. 
 
 
5. Charles the Grey of Mooneschadowe (Mooneschadowe) 

Resubmitted device. Name forwarded to Laurel in May 2002 LoI. 
Argent, a tierce gules. 
 

Previous submission: Argent, a tierce gules was returned for 
conflict with the Barony of Eldern Hills, Argent, a mountain of 
three peaks issuant from base gules. A letter of permission to 
conflict was included with the current submission. 

 
Eirik 
[Device] – No conflicts found. 

 
Magnus 
[Device] Name registered September 2002. 

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Device] Taking the letter of permission to conflict with the Barony of 

Eldern Hills into account, we find no further conflicts. 

College Action: 
Device:  Forward to Laurel. 
 

 
6. Dallan O’Shaughnessy (Loch Solleir) 

New device. Name registered January 1993 via the Outlands. Vert, a 
single headed chess knight and on a chief embattled argent five 
broadheads vert.  
 

Da’ud 
[Device] The chief needs to be deeper, and it ought to have at least one 

more “bump”; as it stands, it might more accurately be blazoned a 
chief nowy quadrate of two. 

 
Gawain 
[Device] The charges in chief are more commonly blazoned as “broad 

arrows”. 
 
Eirik 
[Device] No conflicts found. 
 
Magnus 
[Device] We need to be sure it is a period chess piece and not the post-

period Staunton design used today. 
 
College Action: 
     Device:  Return.  Chess piece must be period. 
 
 
7. David ben Leon (Glaslyn) 

Resubmitted device. Name forwarded to Laurel in May 2002 LoI. 
Asterisk Note: There was no blazon or plain English description in-
cluded with this device. The background is blue. The feather, bend, 
and book are all white.  

 
Previous submission: (No blazon or plain English description) 

was returned for violating the color on color rule. 
 
Da’ud 
[Device] Conflict with Ian MacAngus (8207W), Azure, a bend between 

a mullet of eight points and a tree eradicated argent. There is only 
one CD, for the change to the type of the secondary charges. 

 
Gawain 
[Device] “Azure, a bend between a pen bendwise sinister and an open 

book argent.” The pen would fit so much better if it were positioned 
bendwise. 

 
Eirik 
[Device] Reblazon as Azure a bend between a feather and an open book 

argent. No conflicts found. 
 
Magnus 
[Device] Name registered September 2002. Without a clear blazon we 

can’t check for conflicts. I can only recommend this be returned 
again until a correct blazon is provided. 

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Device] Blazon fu: Azure, a bend between a feather and an open book 

argent. No conflicts. 
 
College Action 
     Device:  Return for conflict with Ian MacAngus (8207W), Azure, a 

bend between a mullet of eight points and a tree eradicated argent. 
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8. Elspeth de Forbeys (Steppes) 
New alternate name: Catalina Sanabria Rosado de Xerez.  

 
Da’ud 
[Alternate name] So, basically the ILoI is saying that the submitter in-

cluded no documentation whatsoever for the name? She does not say 
which name element(s) come from which source, and does not ex-
plain them? 

 
Eirik 
[Alternate name] – The web documentation for the Library of Congress 

documentation does not date the names, it just lists their locations in 
the book. Also, the description of the book states that it was started in 
1919, making it a 20th century source and there are no period dates on 
the pages I looked at. Barring another commenter providing docu-
mentation, this must be returned for lack of period documentation and 
lack of copies of documentation. 

 
Magnus 
[Alternate name] This name was registered September 2000. Alternate 

Name: Catalina Sanabria Rosado de Xerez. Return for lack of docu-
mentation. 

 
College Action 
     Name:  Return for inadequate documentation. 
 
 
9. Gassion de Beaumarchais (Eldern Hills) 

Resubmitted device. Name forwarded to Laurel in August 2002 LoI.. 
Or, a phoenix gules and a chief enarched rayonny counter-ermine. 

 
Previous submission: Counter ermine, on a demi-sun issuant 

from base Or, a phoenix gules was returned for redraw of the 
demi-sun and conflict with Stafngrimr or Agaricus (August 
1991): Sable, on a demi-sun issuant from base Or, a phoenix 
issuant from base gules. 

 
Gawain 
[Device] The sole difference I can see between this and the previous ver-

sion is that the ermine spots are drawn rather smaller. This blazon is a 
bit closer, but a chief enarched rayonny would have the rayons point-
ing outward (down) rather than as drawn. The phoenix still doesn’t 
meet the definition of a demi-eagle issuant from flames, and the 
wings and body appear to be fimbriated in the miniemblazon. If this 
were redrawn to match the submitted blazon, the previously found 
conflict would be eliminated. 

 
Eirik 
[Device] This is the same emblazon as submitted last time, which does-

n’t fix the drawing problems. Also, we register the emblazon, not the 
words of the blazon, so changing the blazon and not the drawing also 
fails to clear the conflict. 

 
Magnus 
[Device] You can’t blazon your way out of problems. The device wasn’t 

redrawn and still has visual conflict issues with Stafngrimr of Agari-
cus “Sable, on a demi-sun issuant from base Or, a phoenix issuant 
from base gules.” From the precedents it is doubtful a chief rayonny 
enarched is registerable. In any case the rayonny isn’t drawn to be 
recognizable. This armory needs to be redrawn and redesigned, not 
just reblazoned.  

[Boris Brighthill, January 1993 LoAR, pg. 30] “Or, an anvil sable 
atop a mount invected vert, a chief enarched rayonny azure. There 
are two stylistic problems with the device. First, the chief combines 
two complex lines of division, which has been grounds for return ere 
now (LoAR of Dec 92, p.20). Second, the device has a strong appear-
ance of landscapism, disallowed under Rule VIII.4.a. While each of 

these is not quite sufficiently bad enough for return --- the enarched 
line is one of the few that might be combined with other complex 
divisions, and the landscape effect is not as blatant as it could have 
been --- the combination of the two is enough to have this returned 
for non-heraldic style. Both problems might be solved by using a 
plain chief.”  

[Nathan Rubenszoon Adelaer, June 1997 LoAR p. 12] “returning 
chapé ploye engrailed; This uses a doubly-complex line of division 
which is not acceptable. ...while it may be reasonably argued that this 
is only one step from period practice... [it is] an extremely big step 
from period practice. While it is true that lines could be enarched and 
also embattled, engrailed, etc., the enarching was basically to show 
the curvature of the shield. We do not believe that such is the case of 
a chapé ployé.” 

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Device] It looks like the submitter is trying to blazon the way out of a 

conflict because the emblazon seems to be the same as before. Look-
ing through the precedents, we find the following comment during 
Jaelle of Armida’s term: “There is a well-established rule that one 
cannot blazon one’s way out of a conflict. As a general rule this is 
true, but it should not be taken to overrule period interpretation. For 
example, “Argent, a fess sable” could also be blazoned as “Sable, a 
chief and a base argent”. We would not infer therefore that “Argent, 
on a fess sable three eagles argent” conflicts with “Sable, in fess 
three eagles argent” with only one CD for the removal of the periph-
eral charges. Not all possible blazons are equally plausible, and im-
plausible blazons don’t necessarily result in a conflict.” (Brynhildr 
uppsaling Grimkelsdottir, 4/98 p. 7) 

We’ll leave it up to Laurel to make a final determination. As to the new 
blazon, if it’s allowed to stand, there would be no other conflicts. 

 
College Action 
     Device:  Return for visual conflict with Stafngrimr of Agaricus 

“Sable, on a demi-sun issuant from base Or, a phoenix issuant from 
base gules,” and for a redraw as rayonny isn’t drawn to be recogniz-
able. 

 
 
10. Gerita del Mere (Glaslyn) 

Resubmitted device. Asterisk Note: There was no blazon or plain 
English description included with this device. The background is 
white; the flaunches are red; the needle is black; the fleam is blue. 
 

Previous submission: Azure in pale a mullet and a fleam ar-
gent between flaunches gules was returned for violation of the 
rule of tinctures (color on color). 

 
Da’ud 
[Device] Blazon fu: Argent, in pale a threaded needle bendwise sinister 

sable and a fleam azure between flaunches gules. The result is re-
markably unlike period heraldry. 

 
Gawain 
[Device] “Argent, in pale a threaded needle sable and a fleam azure 

between two flaunches gules.” Should be OK, if busy, but the way the 
thread is drawn throws the whole thing visually off balance for me. 
Redrawing with the thread doubling back below the needle would 
solve that problem, but it shouldn’t be a bar to registration as is. 

 
Eirik 
[Device] Reblazon as Argent, between two flaunches gules, in chief a 

needle sable and in base a fleam azure.  
 
Magnus 
[Device] Name registered as Gerita del Mare September 2002. What is it 

with Glaslyn refusing to blazon their submissions? If you need assis-
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tance ask on the heralds list. Without a correct blazon we can’t check 
for conflicts and I can only recommend a return. We can’t send a de-
vice on to Laurel without a blazon. 

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Device] Blazon fu: Argent, in pale a needle threaded sable and a fleam 

azure between two flaunches gules. No conflicts. 
 
College Action 
    Device:  Forward to Laurel with the following blazon.  Argent, in pale 

a threaded needle bendwise sinister sable and a fleam azure between 
flaunches gules. 

 
 
11. Gorm the Fat (Bjornsborg) 

New name. New device. Sable, four Gurges Gules, fimbriated Or. In 
chief, a Boar Rampant Argent, in base two crossed Drinking horns, 
Or.  
 

Gunnvör 
[Name] The Old West Norse form of this name is <Gormr>, but it is 

found in Old Danish as <Gorm>. Runic examples include the nomi-
native form <kurmR>, the genitive form <kurms> and the accusative 
form <kurm>. I don’t know how early the form without the terminal 
<R> is found in Old Danish – it’s certainly within the SCA’s period, 
however, as the general timespan for Old Danish is ca. 1250AD 
through ca. 1500AD. 

Sources: 
Geirr Bassi Haraldsson. The Old Norse Name. Studia Marklandica 

I. Olney, MD: Markland Medieval Militia. 1977. p. 10 
Lena Peterson. Nordisk runnamnslexikon. (Dictionary of Names 

from Old Norse Runic Inscriptions). Spra*k- och folkminnes-
institutet (Institute for Dialectology, Onomastics and Folklore 
Research). http://grimnir.dal.lu.se/runlex/index.htm Accessed 
15 August 2001. s.n. <Go/rmR>. 

On the by-name, it would really be simple to go ahead and use the 
actual Old Norse form. Geirr Bassi has the weak form <feiti> 
(“fatness, fatty”) as a by-name, and the strong form is <feitr>, 
which would allow one to form a by-name as <inn feitr> meaning 
“the fat”. Fellows-Jensen notes that the place-name Faceby in 
Yorkshire comes from an Old Norse name <Feitr>, which would 
have originated as the by-name <feitr>. Nordiskt runnamnslexikon 
also shows a runic example as a personal name in the nominative 
form <fiatr>, and mentions that this word is found as the Old Dan-
ish and Old Swedish by-name <Fet>, both from the Old Norse 
<feitr>. 

So, summing up, to have a completely Old West Norse form of the 
name it would be either <Gormr inn feitr> or <Gormr feitr>, or 
you could make a homogenously Old Danish form of the name as 
<Gorm Fet>, or you can use the modern Anglicized form <Gorm 
the Fat>. Of these probably the best bet is <Gormr inn feitr>. 

Sources: 
Cleasby, Richard and Guðbrandr Vigfusson. An Icelandic-English 

Dictionary. 2nd. ed. Oxford: Clarendon. 1957. p. 150 s.v. 
<feitr>. 

Fellows-Jensen, Gillian. Scandinavian Personal Names in Lin-
colnshire and Yorkshire. Copenhagen. Akademisk Forlag. 
1968.  p. 81 s.n. Feitr. 

Lena Peterson. Nordisk runnamnslexikon. (Dictionary of Names 
from Old Norse Runic Inscriptions). Spra*k- och folkminnes-
institutet (Institute for Dialectology, Onomastics and Folklore 
Research). http://grimnir.dal.lu.se/runlex/index.htm Accessed 
15 August 2001. s.n. <F{ae}itr> 

 
Da’ud 
[Device] “A gurges is the heraldic representation of a whirlpool, by 

which name it is sometimes blazoned. It is found in the canting arms 

of Gorges, c.1255. The gurges is usually represented as a spiraling 
line from the center to the edge of the shield [330]; it is occasionally 
drawn as a series of concentric annulets, three or more in number, the 
outermost meeting the edge of the shield.” (Pictorial Dictionary, 2nd 
ed.) The charges here are not “gurges”; they appear to be four gyrons 
arrondi issuant in saltire ... surmounted at fess point by a roundel, all 
gules fimbriated Or. One may not fimbriate a gyron (or any other 
peripheral charge). “Chiefs may not be fimbriated. Voiding and fim-
briation may only be used with simple geometric charges placed in 
the center of the design, by RfS VIII.3.” (LoAR November 2001, p. 
20). 

 
Gawain 
[Name] The cited examples of this name pattern are clearly modern An-

glicized forms; “the” wouldn’t be a part of either an Old Norse or a 
Frankish name. I suspect the Old Norse form would be something 
like “Gormr inn digri”, see Geirr Bassi, pp. 10 & 20.  

[Device] Although this looks a bit like some of the shields on the Bayeux 
Tapestry, I’m not sure it’s heraldic. Those aren’t gurges, though they 
might be gyrons. Perhaps “Sable, four gyrons arrondi issuant from a 
roundel gules fimbriated Or between in pale a boar rampant argent 
and two drinking horns in saltire Or.”  

 
Eirik 
[Device] – This design violates RfS VIII.3 Armorial Identifiability. 

“Elements must be used in a design so as to preserve their individual 
identifiability. Identifiable elements may be rendered unidentifiable by 
significant reduction in size, marginal contrast, excessive counter-
changing, voiding, or fimbriation, or by being obscured by other ele-
ments of the design. For instance, a complex line of partition could be 
difficult to recognize between two parts of the field that do not have 
good contrast if most of the line is also covered by charges. A complex 
divided field could obscure the identity of charges counterchanged. 
Voiding and fimbriation may only be used with simple geometric 
charges placed in the center of the design.” 

 
Magnus 
[Name] Geirr Bassi, The Old Norse Name page 10 gives the period spell-

ing of this name as Gormr. Page 20 gives breiðr as meaning broad or 
fat. The name should be registerable under lingua anglica. 

[Device] Please send a line art copy for publication without the sable 
colored in. This isn’t a correctly drawn gurges and fimbriated gurges 
aren’t registerable. Rfs.VIII.3. Armorial Identifiability. “Voiding and 
fimbriation may only be used with simple geometric charges placed 
in the center of the design.” 

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Name] We also have in the O.A.S., on page 267, “Gorm”, and there is a 

reference to “Gorm the Old”… several references, in fact, dating be-
tween 830 and 935. “The Fat” is an epithet in English, so that might 
be a weirdness. A more appropriate form may be found in Gier Bassi, 
p. 21, where there is a “fetit”, which is Norse for “fatness”. 

[Device] Blazon fu: Sable, four gurges gules fimbriated Or between in 
pale a boar rampant argent and two drinking horns saltirewise Or. 
The problem here is that the charge being fimbriated is not a simple 
geometric charge. I couldn’t even say that these were gurges. At this 
point, we find a possible violation of RfS VIII.3. Therefore, we rec-
ommend a return. 

 
College Action 
     Name:  Forward to Laurel as Gormr inn Feitr.  Submitter had origi-

nally indicated that he would accept no major changes; however, he 
changed his mind and promptly send new forms with a new spelling. 

 
     Device:  Return.  Fimbriation, inverted animals, color on color (if 

fimbriation was removed.) 
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12. Gorm the Fat (Bjornsborg) 
New badge. Fieldless. A Boar [on its back] Gules, maintaining 
[sustaining(?)] a Drinking Horn, Or. 

 
Da’ud 
[Badge] Blazon fu: A boar passant contourny inverted sustaining a 

drinking horn reversed inverted Or. “The inversion of the lower cat is 
reason for return per the following precedent: ‘By precedent we do 
not register inverted animals unless they are part of an arrangement in 
annulo. [Eir{I’}kr {TH}orvaldson, 10/00]’” (LoAR October 2001, p. 
30). 

 
Gawain 
[Badge] To the best of my knowledge, we haven’t allowed inverted ani-

mals for some years now.   
 
Eirik 
[Badge] – This design violates the following Laurel precedents: 

“[a bend sinister between a cat dormant bendwise sinis-
ter contourny and a cat dormant inverted bendwise sinis-
ter] The inversion of the lower cat is reason for return per 
the following precedent: "By precedent we do not register 
inverted animals unless they are part of an arrangement in 
annulo. [Eirikr {TH}orvaldson, 10/00]" [Saxsa Corduan, 
10/01, R-Meridies]” 

“The rabbits were originally blazoned as conjoined in 
annulo. However, the beasts were not drawn in annulo, 
where the two animals are embowed, but were drawn as 
courant and courant inverted. By precedent we do not 
register inverted animals unless they are part of an 
arrangement in annulo. (Elsbeth Anne Roth, LoAR October 
2000, p. 10)” 

“The dolphins are not in annulo, but with one naiant and 
one inverted. We do not allow inverted animate charges in 
SCA heraldry except when in recognized orientation, such 
as in annulo. (Jaelle of Armida, LoAR February 1999, p. 
10)” 

“The dogs are not really in annulo, and that if they are 
not in annulo they violate our ban on inverting animate 
charges. (Jaelle of Armida, LoAR April 1999, p. 18)” 

“Mistylla of the Misty Isle. Badge. (fieldless) Two mice 
salient respectant inverted, tails nowed together Or. The 
charges are not in a blazonable heraldic posture; not really 
being salient, passant, statant or couchant. Additionally, the 
College has judged inverted creatures to be unacceptable 
style, barring documentation of this practice in period her-
aldry. (LoAR September 1993)” 

Because this animal is not in any form of arrangement, it cannot be in-
verted and the design must be returned. 
 
Magnus 
[Badge] Inverted animals aren’t registerable. [Mistylla of the Misty Isle, 

September 1993 LoAR, pg. 21] “The College has judged inverted 
creatures to be unacceptable style, barring documentation of this 
practice in period heraldry.” 

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Badge] To quote Baldwin of Erebor: “[A cat lying on its back to sinister 

guardant.] The cat is not in a recognizable heraldic position.” [BoE, 
14 Apr 85, p.9]. Such is the case of this boar. It is in a non-heraldic 
position or posture, which has been a reason for return time and time 
again. There is no such thing, to our knowledge, as an animal “lying 
on its back”. 

To quote Da’ud ibn Auda: [A fox, lying on its back with all four paws in 
the hair, perched on a forepaw a raven] “The fox is in a non-heraldic 
position, one which has been returned before in the LoARs of 14 
April 1985, p.9 and 7 July 1986, p.17 and one which no one of us 

could blazon without resorting to, as Lord Trefoil pointed out, IPOC 
blazon terms. This we are extremely reluctant to do. While the sub-
mitted term 'in his deception' was very tempting, Laurel does not feel 
that a term which requires a special knowledge of SCA blazonry not 
already in current common usage in the College is a good 
idea.” (LoAR 11/90 p.18).  

To accept this boar in its current position would be unwise. Therefore, 
we recommend a return in due to the violation of RfS VII.7.b and 
VIII.4.c. 

 
College Action 
     Badge:  Return. Inverted animal. 
 
 
13. Ingwulf Wulfsin (Steppes) 

New name. New device. Per pale gules and sable 2 cows horns 
conjoined at the tips argent.  

 
Gunnvör 
[Name] Documentation provided: 

Ingwulf Onomasticon Anglo-Saxonicum; p. 318, <nomen viri> sev-
eral mentions. 

Wulfsin Onomasticon Anglo-Saxonicum; p. 518, <see Wulfsige>. 
Wulfstan, Wulfsige or similar would work. Submitter would like 
Wulfson if possible. 

Changes: Any. Sound <wolf’s son> and Saxon language/culture are most 
important. Desired gender is male. Changes requested for authenticity 
to 7th Century Saxon language/culture. 

Looking in the Anglo-Saxon charters, I find a good example of <Wulf> 
as a personal name, and it even shows it in the genitive case as 
<Wulfes>: 

S 1532: c. A.D. 1050. Will of Ulf (Wulf), including bequest of land at 
Aston, Herts., and Oxwick (lost, in Codicote, Herts.) to St Albans; 
other beneficiaries including Ramsey, St Peter’s in Rome and Earl 
Sihtric.  

English and Latin versions. http://www.anglo-saxons.net/hwaet?
do=get&type=charter&id=1532  

The Old English for “son” is <sunu> (see J.R. Clark Hall, A Concise 
Anglo-Saxon Dictionary. 4th ed. Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press. 
1960. p. 327 s.v. <sunu>), and the normal patronymic construction is 
<father’s-name-genitive-case sunu>.  If he wants to be “wolf's son” 
that should be easy enough to do as <Wulfes sunu>. 

 
Da’ud 
[Device] RfS VII.7.a. requires that “Elements must be recognizable 

solely from their appearance.” I didn’t have a clue as to what the pri-
mary charges were before referring to the blazon. 

 
Gawain 
[Device] This seems to be a classic example of unrecognizable charges. 

They’d be hard enough to recognize unconjoined, but this way they 
are most unlikely to be registered. 

 
Eirik 
[Device] – No conflicts found. 
 
Magnus 
[Name] Searle, Onomasticon Anglo-Saxonicum, page 318 s.n. Ingwulf 

dated to 716 A.D.  Page 467 s.n. Ulf dates this spelling to 960. Page 
505 s.n. Wulf dates it to 1054. Tengvik, Old English Bynames 
(Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksells Boktryckeri-A.-B., 1938) page 152 
gives Godric Carlesone from 1066. The authenticity request is con-
fused. The Saxons lived in northern Germany but this is documented 
as Anglo-Saxon, which is England. Records from the 600s are almost 
nonexistent for both regions. If the submitter wants a registerable 
name in late Anglo-Saxon England (about 1000) then Ingwulf Wulf-
sone would mean Ingwulf son of Wulf.  
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[Device] I don’t think this orientation is blazonable. This charge looks 
more like a tusk from the Pic Dic. 

 
College Action 
    Name:  Forward to Laurel as Ingwulf Wulfsone. 
 
    Device:  Return.  Charge was not identifiable.  Did not pass the inno-

cent bystander test. 
 
 
14. Kolskeggr Thorolfsson (Bjornsborg) 

New name. New device. Sable, A Plate between two Boars Fesswise 
Counter regardant and two boars fesswise counter regardant Inverted 
Gules, Fimbriated Or.  

 
Gunnvör 
[Name] I helped Kolskeggr put together the name.  Here is the full info I 

sent him originally: 
<Kolskeggr> 

This name is found in Landna/mabo/k in ch. 77 & 83 for <Kolskeggr 
inn fro/{dh}i> (Kolskeggr the wise). 

Sources: 
Geirr Bassi Haraldsson. The Old Norse Name. Studia Marklandica I. 

Olney, MD: Markland Medieval Militia. 1977. p. 13. s.n. <{TH}
orolfr> 

Landna/mabo/k (Sturlubo/k).  Netu/tga/fan website. http://www.
snerpa.is/net/snorri/landnama.htm  

<{TH}o/ro/lfr> (Þórólfr) 
The first element <{TH}o/r-> (Þór-) is identical to the Old Icelandic 

<{TH}o/rr> (Þórr), the god of thunder. In modern usage the vowel 
is long (<{TH}o/r-> Þór-) before vowels, <h> or <d>, but short (<
{TH}or-> Þor-) before consonants, however (according to 
Cleasby-Vigfusson) it is thought that the long vowel occurred 
always during the Viking Age. Found in Old Danish as <Thorulf> 
and in Old Swedish as <Thorolf>, and in Old West Norse as <
{TH}o/ro/lfr> (Þórólfr). Runic examples include the nominative 
case forms <{th}orolr>, <{th}urlfr>, <{th}urulfR>, <{th}urulf> 
and the genitive case form <{th}urulfs>. 

This would make the patronymic be <{TH}o/ro/lfsson> (Þórólfsson). 
Sources: 
Geirr Bassi Haraldsson. The Old Norse Name. Studia Marklandica I. 

Olney, MD: Markland Medieval Militia. 1977. pp. 16. s.n. <{TH}
o/ro/lfr> (Þórólfr) 

Cleasby, Richard and Guðbrandr Vigfusson. An Icelandic-English 
Dictionary. 2nd. ed. Oxford: Clarendon. 1957.  pp. 668, 743 s.v. 
<u/lfr>, <{TH}o/rr>. 

Lena Peterson. Nordisk runnamnslexikon. (Dictionary of Names from 
Old Norse Runic Inscriptions). Spra*k- och folkminnes-institutet 
(Institute for Dialectology, Onomastics and Folklore Research). 
http://grimnir.dal.lu.se/runlex/index.htm Accessed 15 August 
2001. s.n. <{TH}o/rulfR> (ÞórulfR) 

 
Da’ud 
[Device] “The inversion of the lower cat is reason for return per the fol-

lowing precedent: ‘By precedent we do not register inverted animals 
unless they are part of an arrangement in annulo. [Eir{I’}kr {TH}
orvaldson, 10/00]’” (LoAR October 2001, p. 30) “Voiding and fim-
briation may only be used with simple geometric charges placed in 
the center of the design, by RfS VIII.3.” (LoAR November 2001, p. 
20). 

 
Gawain 
[Name] We’ve been able to handle those special characters for some 

time now, so why doesn’t he make it “Þórólfsson”? 
[Device] To the best of my knowledge, we haven’t allowed inverted ani-

mals for some years now. I’m pretty sure that boars are considered 
too complex to fimbriate.  

Eirik 
[Device] This design violates the following Laurel precedents: 

“[a bend sinister between a cat dormant bendwise sinister 
contourny and a cat dormant inverted bendwise sinister] The 
inversion of the lower cat is reason for return per the follow-
ing precedent: "By precedent we do not register inverted ani-
mals unless they are part of an arrangement in annulo. [Eirikr 
{TH}orvaldson, 10/00]" [Saxsa Corduan, 10/01, R-
Meridies]” 

“The rabbits were originally blazoned as conjoined in 
annulo. However, the beasts were not drawn in annulo, where 
the two animals are embowed, but were drawn as courant 
and courant inverted. By precedent we do not register 
inverted animals unless they are part of an arrangement in 
annulo. (Elsbeth Anne Roth, LoAR October 2000, p. 10)” 

“The dolphins are not in annulo, but with one naiant and 
one inverted. We do not allow inverted animate charges in 
SCA heraldry except when in recognized orientation, such as 
in annulo. (Jaelle of Armida, LoAR February 1999, p. 10)” 

“The dogs are not really in annulo, and that if they are not 
in annulo they violate our ban on inverting animate charges. 
(Jaelle of Armida, LoAR April 1999, p. 18)” 

“Mistylla of the Misty Isle. Badge. (fieldless) Two mice 
salient respectant inverted, tails nowed together Or. The 
charges are not in a blazonable heraldic posture; not really 
being salient, passant, statant or couchant. Additionally, the 
College has judged inverted creatures to be unacceptable 
style, barring documentation of this practice in period her-
aldry. (LoAR September 1993)” 

Because the boars are not drawn in annulo and because they are not in an-
nulo, they violate the ban on inverted animals. 

 
Magnus 
[Name] The last name is Þórólfsson. 
[Device] Please send a line art copy for publication without the sable col-

ored in. Inverted animals aren’t registerable. [Mistylla of the Misty Isle, 
September 1993 LoAR, pg. 21] “The College has judged inverted crea-
tures to be unacceptable style, barring documentation of this practice in 
period heraldry.” This could be fixed by making the boars in annulo. 
Fimbriated boars aren’t registerable. Rfs.VIII.3. Armorial Identifiabil-
ity. “Voiding and fimbriation may only be used with simple geometric 
charges placed in the center of the design.”  

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Device] Again, the animal on its back appears, this time in two of the sec-

ondary charges. Per the precedent cited from Baldwin of Erebor, April 
14th, 1985, as well as the LoAR written by Da’ud ibn Auda for Novem-
ber of 1990, we would recommend a return due to violations of RfS 
VII.7.b and VIII.4.c. Also, the plate looks a bit smallish, and we have 
fimbriation of a charge that is not simply geometric in violation of RfS 
VIII.3 in the case of the boars. 

 
Maridonna 
[Name] The construction of Thorolfsson looks correct. Geirr-Bassi shows 

accents in the < þórólfr > given name which would make the patro-
nymic < þórólfsson > if he wants authenticity. 

[Device] No conflicts found. 
 
College Action 
     Name:  Forward to Laurel 
 
     Device:  Return.  Fimbriation, inverted animals, color on color (if fim-

briation was removed). 
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15. Magdalena di Cadamosto (Mooneschadowe) 
New name. New device. Or, on a bend doubly cotised sable three 
crescents Or.  
 

Da’ud 
[Name] Since Cadamosto is being documented as Italian, it could not be 

used with a Portuguese preposition in any case. (“Each phrase must 
be grammatically correct according to the usage of a single lan-
guage.” RfS III.1.a.) 
 

Eirik 
[Device] – No conflicts found. 
 
Magnus 
[Name] Why on earth is the submitter looking for a Portuguese name in 

an Italian book? From reading Fucilla it looks like Cadamosto is a 
family name. This would drop the article for Magdalena Cadamosto. 
Unless the last name is documented as a patronymic you wouldn’t 
use di. Da would be used with a place-name.   

[Device] Please send a line art copy for publication without the sable 
colored in. 

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Device] Consider Nikolai Ivanovitch (October 2001): On a bend cotised 

sable, three fox’s masks palewise Or. There appears to be a change in 
the posture and type of the tertiary charges, so that’s a CD, but is 
there a CD between a bend cotised and a bend doubly-cotised? We’d 
like to have Laurel make a determination on this. No other conflicts 
exist. 

 
Maridonna 
[Name] Given name: Portuguese and Italian are not the same language. 

<Madelena> is found (http://www.sit.wisc.edu/~sfriedemann/names/
fem1565.htm) as a Portuguese given name. The <Magdalena> spell-
ing is found as a feminine given name in Spanish (http://www.sca.
org/heraldry/laurel/names/spanish.html) and Italian (http://www.sca.
org/heraldry/laurel/names/italian.html  

Byname: http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?eu=18701 Encyclopedia 
Britannica:  

Ca’ da Mosto, Alvise, born 1432, Venice, died July 18, 1488, 
Venice. 

“Ca’ da Mosto also spelled Cadamosto. Venetian explorer and 
trader who wrote one of the earliest known accounts of western 
Africa... Retained by Prince Henry the Navigator, he set sail on 
March 22, 1455, visited Madeira and the Canary Islands, and 
coasted along Africa past the mouth of the Senegal River...” 
The Columbia Encyclopedia http://www.bartleby.com/65/ca/

Cadamost.html lists “Cadamosto, Luigi da... His name also appears 
as Alvise da Cadamosto.” 

This site http://www.venicebanana.com/eng/ar003.htm says that 
the Ca’ da Mosto, XIII century house located in Venice, was known 
as the Albergo (hotel) del Leon Bianco from 1500 to 1700. 

I have no idea what the Portuguese form of <da Cadamosto> 
would be. 

Northern Italian locatives used the preposition “da” in the name, so the 
Italian would be Magdalena da Cadamosto. 

[Device] No conflicts found. 
 
College Action 
     Name:  Forward to Laurel.  Use “da” instead of “di”. 
 
     Device:  Forward to Laurel.  Note conflict with Nikolai Ivanovitch 

(October 2001): On a bend cotised sable, three fox’s masks palewise 
Or.  The CoH is not sure if there a CD between a bend cotised and a 
bend doubly-cotised and wishes for Laurel to rule. 

 
 

16. Marcus Flavus Scotti (Steppes) 
New name. New device. Per fess gules and argent, issuant from a flat 
double-horned anvil, a gladius hilt and pommel sable, fimbriated, 
blade and grip argent.  
 

Asterisk Note: An alternate device choice was also included in 
the submission: Per fess Gules and Argent, at the fess line, and 
issuant from a flat-faced double-horned anvil Sable, a gladius 
Argent. 

 
Da’ud 
[Name] I’m sorry, but the summary of the documentation for the name in 

the ILoI does nothing at all to indicate that any of the elements is ac-
ceptable. I think we need some real documentation for this name. 

[Device] Nothing in the submitted blazon would lead one to believe that 
both of the charges meet at the line of division. Since that is not the 
default, it must needs be noted specifically. “Voiding and fimbriation 
may only be used with simple geometric charges placed in the center 
of the design, by RfS VIII.3” (LoAR November 2001, p. 20). 

[Alternate Device] Nothing in the submitted blazon would lead one to 
believe that both of the charges meet at the line of division. Since that 
is not the default, it must needs be noted specifically. 

 
Gawain 
[Name] I’ve seen the Roman name “Flavius” a number of times, but not 

this one. Let’s see, there’s the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, 121-180, 
for the praenomen; a citation from Withycombe, p.118, under 
“Flavia”, supports “Flavius” as a nomen; and if “Scotti” means “the 
Scot”, that should be sufficient for the cognomen. 

[Device] I’m not a fan of gratuitous fimbriation, so prefer the Mk.II ver-
sion: let’s call it “Per fess gules and argent, a sword (or gladius) in-
verted argent issuant from a …  anvil sable.” I think that the choice of 
tinctures forces the placement of the anvil so that the sword blade 
doesn’t lie on the argent part of the field. 

 
Eirik 
[Device] The design violates RfS VIII.3 “Armorial Identifiability.” 

“Elements must be used in a design so as to preserve their individual 
identifiability. Identifiable elements may be rendered unidentifiable 
by significant reduction in size, marginal contrast, excessive counter-
changing, voiding, or fimbriation, or by being obscured by other ele-
ments of the design. For instance, a complex line of partition could be 
difficult to recognize between two parts of the field that do not have 
good contrast if most of the line is also covered by charges. A com-
plex divided field could obscure the identity of charges counter-
changed. Voiding and fimbriation may only be used with simple geo-
metric charges placed in the center of the design.”  

[Alternate Device] No conflicts. 
 
Magnus 
[Name] This name might be registerable but we need something to work 

with. Since no effort was made to document the names this should be 
returned for lack of documentation. 

[Device] Only one device at a time will be considered by the College. 
[October 1991 LoAR p. 13] “This is the submitter’s ‘secondary’ ver-
sion of this submission... We do not normally consider different ver-
sions of submissions at the Laurel level.” The fimbriated sword needs 
to be returned since it is too complex to use this treatment. Rfs.VIII.3. 
Armorial Identifiability. “Voiding and fimbriation may only be used 
with simple geometric charges placed in the center of the design.” I 
would advise returning this entire package and get consultation for 
the submitter. 

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Name] Given our limited expertise, we went to a book called Harper’s 

Dictionary of Classical Literature and Antiquities and found the fol-
lowing: 
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“Marcus— On p. 89, we have “Marcus Aurelius”, who was the Emperor 
of Rome between 138 and 161 AD. 

“Flavus”— On p. 677, we find “Flavius”, which lists a Caesetius Flavius, 
a Tribune who was deposed in 44 BC for removing crowns from Cae-
sar’s statues. 

“Scotti”— On p. 1430, it describes “Scoti” as one of the chief tribes, 
along with the Picts, from what was called “Caledonia”, now called 
“Scotland”. 

[Device] The first device should probably be blazoned Per fess gules and 
argent, in pale, a gladius argent, hilted and and pommeled sable fim-
briated argent, issuant from a flat double-horned anvil sable. While 
the pommel appears simple enough to be fimbriated, the hilt does not, 
which violates VIII.3. We would recommend a return. 

[Alternate Device] As to the second device, this probably should be bla-
zoned Per fess gules and argent, in pale, a gladius argent issuant 
from a flat double-horned anvil sable. This one looks much better. 
No conflicts. 

 
College Action 
     Name:  Return for lack of documentation. 
 
     Device:  Return for lack of name. 
 
 
17. Owen ap Aeddan ap Trahaearne (Mooneschadowe) 

New device. Name registered December 1998 via Ansteorra. Per fess 
argent and vert three grphyons counterchanged.  

 
Da’ud 
[Device] Feed the griffins. (Seriously, there’s way too much “white 

space” on the shield.) 
 
Gawain 
[Device] The default position of wings on a segreant beast is elevated 

and addorsed. These are inverted and addorsed.  
 
Eirik 
[Device] No conflicts found. 
 
College Action 
               Device:  Forward to Laurel. 
 
 
18. Roana Alys Fitzstephen (Glaslyn) 

Resubmitted name.  

Previous submission: “Roana Fitzstephen” was returned in 
the July 2002 Gazette due to lack of forms. 

Da’ud 
[Name] Unfortunately, there is no way that we can make a name with 

two given names authentic “to Irish language/culture 13th century 
time period.” To do that, at the very least we would need to drop one 
of the given names. 

 
Gawain 
[Name] She wants a 13th C. Irish name, so she’s submitting an English 

given name, a questionable spelling variant of an Irishized Norman 
given name, and a Norman patronymic. Where to start? How about, 
“Irish doesn’t use multiple given names”? Does Irish have the same 
“i/y” interchangeability that English does? Do we have any evidence 
that “fitz [father’s name]” was used for daughters before surnames 
became hereditary? 

 
Eirik 
[Name] No comments on the name. 
 
 

Magnus 
[Name] The URL is required or it gets returned for lack of documenta-

tion again. Roana Fitzstephen was returned for lack of documentation 
at kingdom July 2002. There is an authenticity request for 13th cen-
tury Ireland. 

Roana - www.s-gabriel.org/names/talan/reaney/reaney.cgi?Roana. Easier 
is Reaney & Wilson s.n. Roan feminine name Roana 1212 from 
Gloucestershire (near Wales). This appears to be a Norman given 
name. 

Alys - O'Corraine, Irish Names, s.n. Alis gives it as introduced into 
Gaelic by the Normans. Reaney & Wilson s.n. Motley gives Alys 
from 1525 in Sussex indicating the name persisted. 

Fitzstephen - This is from a family history website and most are unreli-
able – http://homepages.rootsweb.com/~walsh/nesta.html. Reaney & 
Wilson s.n. FitzHerbert gives the patronymic construction to the re-
quested time William Fitz Herbert from 1295 and s.n. Stephen gives 
Robert Stephen from 1260. 

There are problems with construction and authenticity. The use of a dou-
ble given name isn’t authentic. It is not registerable with Gaelic and 
the Normans didn’t use it either. Such naming practices appear 
around 1600. So the name mixes Norman French and Gaelic. Fitzste-
phen literally means the son of Stephen. Roana Fitzstephen may be 
registerable but the CoA would have to research that. It may be possi-
ble to document Fitzstephen as an inherited form. Normans were do-
ing inherited names earlier than many cultures. However, the authen-
ticity request may change this name drastically. Forms possible in 
13th century Ireland include Norman: Aliz Fitzstephen, Gaelic: Alys 
inghean Stiamhna, and Latin: Alis filia Stephanus. It might be better 
to return this and allow the submitter to decide if she really wants 
authenticity and which language. 

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Name] Looking in the O & M, p. 157, we find that Roana give s “R{-u}

ad{-a}n”. This appears to be a masculine name for “red-haired. Also, 
from the Oxford Dictionary of Saints, p. 423, there is a St. Ruadan 
who died in 584. This person was the founder of a monastery at Lor-
rah. The name was later anglicized into the form “Rowan”. 

Also, we find in O & M, p. 21, that “Alys” gives “Aliz”. This is from 
Noman French, which was borrowed from the German “Adalhaid”, 
meaning “Nobility”. By the 12th Century, this became a common us-
age in England and France after it was brought over by the Normans. 
There is also a reference in R&W on p. 84 (2nd Edition) of an “Alys 
Aconer” in 1483. 

Finally, in Maclysaught, p. 279, we find that “Fitzstephen” gives 
“Fitzstephen”. There is a reference to a “Norman Fitzstephen”. 

 
College Action 
     Name:  Forward to Laurel. 
 
 
19. Seraphina Maslowska (Bjornsborg) 

New name. New device. Gules, A Rose Argent, Leaved Vert, and 
Seeded Or.  

 
Da’ud 
[Device] Blazon fu: Gules, a rose argent barbed and seeded proper. The 

Administrative Handbook, III.A.9. (Protected Items) states: “Name or 
Armory Used by the Submitter Outside the Society - No name or de-
vice will be registered to a submitter if it is identical to a name or 
device used by the submitter for purposes of identification outside of 
a Society context. This includes legal names, common use names, 
armory, trademarks and other items registered with mundane authori-
ties that serve to identify an individual or group. This restriction is 
intended to help preserve a distinction between a submitter’s identity 
within the Society and his or her identity outside of the Society. A 
small change is sufficient for registration. ... Any change that causes a 
blazonable difference between mundane and Society arms is suffi-
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LAUREL ACCEPTANCES AND RETURNS  
FOR OCTOBER 2002  

 

Amy of Stargate. Holding name and device (see RETURNS for name). Gules, in 
cross a wagon wheel and three oak leaves two and one Or.  

The leaves in this submission were originally blazoned as 
maple leaves. However, they are not drawn like the palmate 
maple leaf. They appear to be the leaves of the pin oak, 
which have the multi-lobed appearance of a standard oak 
leaf but with sharply pointed lobes rather than the rounded 
lobes of the classic heraldic oak leaf. Pin oak leaves are an 
acceptable artistic variant of oak leaves and need not be 
blazoned explicitly.  

Submitted under the name Carmen Salazar. 

Angus Matheson. Name.  

Ansteorra, Kingdom of. Order name Order of the Golden Bridle of Ansteorra.  

Ansteorra, Kingdom of. Order name Order of the Sable Garland of Ansteorra.  

Baldmuotus Sigihard. Name.  

Bréanainn Ross Graym. Name.  

Submitted as Bréanainn Ross Grayem, the name was 
changed to Bréanainn Ross Graym at Kingdom to match 
the spelling of the submitter's father's registered name (Ian 
Graym, registered in February 1997). Since no 
documentation was provided for the relationship between 
the submitter and Ian Graym except for the statement in the 
LoI, the element Graym is not eligible for the Grandfather 
Clause. As alternate documentation was provided for this 
element, it is registerable. 

Caelin on Andrede. Badge. Argent goutty de sang.  

Caelin on Andrede. Badge. Argent goutty de sang, a fleam azure.  

cient to allow registration by Laurel. Further, a submitter may register 
a close variation of his name or his arms but not both.” (Emphasis 
added) 

 
Eirik 
[Device] – Regardless of whether or not this is her family arms, it con-

flicts with the following: An Tir, Kingdom of (For Order of the Silver 
Rose)(08/79) (Fieldless) A rose argent, barbed and seeded, slipped 
and leaved, proper. York, House of (12/94) (Fieldless) A rose argent. 
Edward IV of England (12/94) (Fieldless) A rose en soleil argent. 
There is only one CD for Fieldless vs. a Gules field in each case. 

 
Magnus 
[Name] Seraphina - Polish given name: Polish Given Names in Naz-

wiska Polaków by Walraven van Nijmegen and Arval Benicoeur, 
www.s-gabriel.org/names/walraven/polish/  supports Serafin 
(Seraphine) as a man’s name. So saint Seraphina is reasonable con-
clusion from this.  

Maslowska - This is probably the construction for daughter of Maslow. 
Unless a translation is provided this will get returned. Polish is not a 
language commenters in the SCA can read. 

[Device] Conflict with House of York December 1994: (Fieldless) “A 
rose argent.”  

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Device] Consider Towan MacFarlane (January 1998): Gules, a rose and 

a base rayonny argent. This appears to be in conflict because the sub-
mitter’s blazon of the leaves and seeds is merely artistic license and is 
not taken into account when considering CDs. The only one remain-
ing is the addition of the secondary, which is 1 CD. 

 
Maridonna 
[Name] I haven’t been able to find <Seraphina> as a Slavic spelling, 

although Wickenden's Russian names has Serafima (f.), a 2nd century 
martyr. The by-name I’m leaving to the gurus. 

 
College Action 
     Name:  Return for inadequate documentation. 
 
     Device:  Return for lack of name. 
 
 
20. Suzanna the Herbalist (Steppes) 

New change of badge. Name registered December 1989 via An-
steorra. (If registered, submitter wishes to release Sable, a serpent 
nowed and a goutte argent). (Fieldless) 3 annulets conjoined 1 and 2 
sable.  

 
Eirik 
[Badge] No conflicts found. 

 
Magnus 
[Badge] This name was registered November 1989.  According to the 

Armorial, there are already 4 pieces of armory registered to this 
name. This gets returned unless one is released.  

Device registered September 1990: “Per pale sable and argent, 
three annulets conjoined one and two and a chief wavy all 
counterchanged.” 

Badge September 1992: “Sable, in pale a serpent nowed fesswise 
and a gout argent.” 

Badge July 1996: “Sable, three dandelion blossoms one and two 
Or”" 

Badge July 1996: (Fieldless) “Three annulets conjoined one and 
two argent.” 

 
Bryn Gwlad 
[Badge] This appears to be barely conjoined at the edge, if at all. It does-

n’t quite appear to be conjoined by definition, which may put it in 
violation of VIII.3 & VIII.5. We’d like Laurel to have a look at this. 
 

College Action 
 

Badge:  Forward to Laurel with the following blazon: (Fieldless) 
three annulets conjoined one and two sable. 

 
 
21. Vigge Jonsson (Northkeep) 

New device. Name registered July 2002 via Ansteorra. Vert, a dung-
hill cock on a mount Or. 
 

Da’ud 
[Device] The cock is not “on” the mount; it is atop it. “Atop: Said of a 

charge which is conjoined to another charge to base; e.g., a falcon 
perched atop a gauntleted cubit fesswise = in pale a falcon conjoined 
at the feet to a gauntleted cubit fesswise.” (Glossary of Terms, Ap-
pendix 1) 

 
Eirik 
[Device]  No conflicts found. 
 
College Action 
     Device:  Forward to Laurel with the following blazon: Vert, a dung-

hill cock atop a mount Or. 
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three decrescents with flames issuant from the upper cusp 
of each, counterchanged. There is one CD for changing the 
field. The flames in Daniel's armory are effectively 
maintained charges and their deletion is not worth 
difference. 

Daniel O'Céileachair. Name.  

O'Céileachair combines the Anglicized Irish O' with the 
Irish Gaelic Céileachair. (The forms definitely show an 
apostrophe rather than an accent on the O.) RfS III.1.a 
requires linguistic consistency within a name element. As 
the submitter allows no changes, we were unable to change 
this to the fully Gaelic Ó Céileachair in order to register 
this name. 

His armory has been registered under the holding name 
Daniel of Loch Ruadh. 

Michael Silverhand. Device. Quarterly argent and azure, in canton a cross formy 
gules.  

The cross was originally blazoned as alisée formy. The 
ends are so slightly rounded that this depiction is merely an 
unblazonable artistic variant of a cross formy. Crosses 
alisée formy in their correctly-drawn globular form have 
been returned in the past as non-period style, under the 
blazon term "formy convexed" (see the LoAR of December 
1998 for more information). 

The device conflicts with Ivan the Astronomer, Per fess 
wavy argent and gules, in canton a cross patty gules. There 
is one CD for changing the field. The cross patty in Ivan's 
device is a standard cross formy, so there is no difference 
for changing the type of the cross. This also conflicts with a 
badge of the Knights Templar (important non-SCA 
armory), (Fieldless) A Latin cross formy gules. There is one 
CD for fieldlessness. There is no difference between a cross 
formy and a Latin cross formy. There is also no difference 
for changing the placement of a charge on the field when 
compared to a fieldless badge. 

Neassa de Siún. Name.  

Neassa is an Early Modern Irish Gaelic (c. 1700-present) 
form of the name Ness listed in Ó Corráin & Maguire (p. 
145 s.n. Ness). This name is only given in legendary 
contexts and as the name of a mother and a sister of saints. 
Unlike the names of saints, the names of their relatives 
listed in their legends are not automatically registerable. An 
example is the return of Cassair: 

Ó Corráin & Maguire (p. 46 s.n. Cassair) gives 
this as the name of a holy virgin included in the 
legend of Saint Kevin. No evidence has been 
found that this name was used by humans in 
period. Names of saints are registerable, 
regardless of whether they are apocryphal or 
not. This policy is due to the practice in many 
cultures (though not in Gaelic) of naming 
children for saints. (For more details, see the 
Cover Letter for the September 2001 LoAR.) As 
Cassair was not herself a saint and the name has 
not been documented as having been otherwise 
used in period, it falls into the category of a 
legendary name and is not registerable. [Cassair 
Warwick, R-Atlantia, 02/2002] 

Lacking evidence that any form of Ness was used by 
humans in period, it is not registerable. 

Since the submitter indicated that the meaning 'Neassa the 
young' was most important to her, she may wish to know 
that the byname de Siún doesn't actually carry this meaning 
in Gaelic. Woulfe (p. 278 s.n. de Siún) indicates that the 

Catarina Foscari. Name.  

Daniel of Loch Ruadh. Holding name and device (see RETURNS for name). 
Vert, three ivy leaves conjoined in pall inverted within an annulet between three 
shamrocks and in chief a label dovetailed of five points Or.  

Submitted under the name Daniel O'Céileachair. 

David Michael Collanwood. Device. Per chevron gules and sable, two 
chevronels between three triskelions of arms each arm maintaining a hammer 
argent.  

Erasmus Graber. Name change from holding name Erasmus of Bonwicke.  

Raven's Fort, Barony of. Order name Order of the Raven.  

Tangwystl verch Maredudd. Name.  

Tír Medóin, Canton of. Branch name and device. Azure, on a fess between three 
thistles argent a laurel wreath azure.  

Submitted as Tír Medóin, Incipient Canton, we have 
dropped Incipient from the submitted name, as the College 
does not track this status. We have also added the particle 
of to follow standard practice. 

 

THE FOLLOWING HAVE BEEN 
RETURNED FOR FURTHER WORK 

Aidan MacAlpin. Badge. Per pale argent and sable in chief a rose 
counterchanged.  

Conflict with a badge of Jonas Aquilian and Elizabeth Scott 
of Berwick, (Fieldless) A rose per pale sable and argent 
barbed and seeded proper. There is one CD for 
fieldlessness, but no difference for changing the placement 
of a charge on the field when compared to a fieldless 
badge. 

Carmen Salazar. Name.  

Carmen was documented from De Felice Dizionario dei 
nomi Italiani (p. 100 s.n. Carméla). Carmen, like Mercedes, 
originated as a devotional name referring to the Virgin 
Mary. Mercedes was ruled unregisterable in the precedents: 

The submitter documented the given name from 
De Felice, I Nomi Degli Italiani; however, De 
Felice notes that Mercedes entered Italy from 
Spain. Because Mercedes is not found in Spain 
until well after 1600, the name could not have 
been found in period Italy. [Mercedes Amici, 
01/00, R-Æthelmearc] 

Unfortunately, no documentation has been 
presented, and none could be found to show 
Mercedes as a period given name. The best that 
was found was María de las Mercedes, from 
1690. This is well past our grey area, and does 
not even document Mercedes as a stand alone 
name. Barring documentation that Mercedes 
was used as a given name in period, this must be 
returned. [Mercedes de Cerdaña, 09/98, R-
Ansteorra] 

Lacking evidence that Carmen was used in period, this 
name is not registerable. 

Her armory has been registered under the holding name 
Amy of Stargate. 

Caron Caleb. Device. Per pall inverted gules azure and Or, two decrescents Or 
and a decrescent gules.  

Conflict with Daniel the Silent, Per chevron gules and Or, 
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LAUREL ACCEPTANCES AND RETURNS  
FOR NOVEMBER 2002  

Ansteorra, Kingdom of. Heraldic title Cross Flury Herald.  

Submitted as Cross Flury Herald, the LoI noted that the 
preferred spelling was Flury, but that Fleury was 
acceptable, and requested that the spelling Flory be 
avoided. Þorfinn Hrolfsson found support for Flury as a 
variant of the English form Flory: 

The OED does note the alternate spelling of 
Flury, but it does not date the reference. Some 
dated spellings are Flourré from 1420, Flory 
from 1483, Flurri from 1486 and Florie from 
1572. 

Given the range of these spellings, the submitted Flury is 
reasonable as a period English form of the documented 
English Flory/Flurri.  

Arkell vom Cophus. Name and device. Quarterly argent and vert, two crosses 
potent in bend sable.  

Submitted as Arkell von Cophus, examples of this byname 
in period either have no preposition or forms including the 
definite article dem 'the'. The reason is that a kaufhaus is a 
generic noun referring to a place where goods are bought 
and sold. Proper nouns such as the names of towns can take 
the preposition von when used to form locative bynames. 
As kaufhaus is not a proper noun but a generic locative 
reference, von dem 'of the' (or the contraction vom) is 
appropriate. The submitter specifically allowed the change 
from von to vom. We have made this change in order to 
register this name. 

Some commenters suggested that it was unnecessary to 
explicitly blazon the sable crosses in bend on this quarterly 
argent and vert field. Because the black crosses could be 
disposed in many different arrangements on the field, 
including in pale and in fess, it is necessary to blazon their 
arrangement explicitly. Had the field been quarterly argent 
and sable, then the crosses would indeed be placed in bend 
by default, since the black crosses could not overlap the 
black portions of the field. 

Arkell vom Cophus. Household name Haus vom Cophus and badge. (Fieldless) 
A cross potent per pale vert and sable.  

Submitted as Haus von Cophus, we have changed the 
preposition from von to vom, as the submitter specifically 
allows. A discussion of von versus vom in the byname von 
Cophus is given in the name registration for Arkell vom 
Cophus above. As an inherited surname may include the 
preposition vom, this house name is registerable using the 
construction Haus + inherited surname. 

Avina de Saint-Vaast. Name and device. Per bend sinister gules and sable, a 
horse rampant ermine.  

Submitted as Avin' de Saint-Vaast, Avin' is a scribal 
abbreviation, which we do not register. We have expanded 
the name to the full form Avina in order to register this 
name. 

name de Siún is a rendering of the Anglo-Norman surname 
Young. As such, it would not actually mean 'the young' in 
Gaelic, but would indicate that this person belonged to the 
Anglo-Norman Young family, whose surname originated 
from the French byname le Jeune, meaning 'the young' as 
in the younger member of a family. In Gaelic, the byname 
which has the meaning of 'the young' is Óc. 

Baldmuotus Sigihard. Device. Per saltire Or and vert, a saltire purpure between 
in pale a smith's hammer fesswise and a two-horned anvil sable.  

Bronwen Fraser. Name and device. Vert, a wolf rampant contourny and in base a 
fraise and on a chief embattled argent two fraises purpure.  

Bronwen was upheld as SCA compatible in the Cover 
Letter for the December 1995 LoAR. Since F. K. & S. 
Hitching, References to English Surnames in 1601 and 
1602 (p. xlv), date Frasier to 1602, this name may be 
viewed as a mix of an SCA compatible Welsh given name 
and an English surname. Therefore, this name has a 
weirdness for use of an SCA compatible element. Since 
mixing Welsh and English in a single name carries no 
weirdness, this name does not have a second weirdness and 
is registerable. 

The fraises were originally blazoned as seeded of a tincture. 
When fraises (or similar charges, such as roses and 
cinquefoils) are blazoned as seeded, they are depicted with 
a roundel in the center of the flower representing the 
seeding. This emblazon does not show the standard heraldic 
seeding. Instead, it shows thin-line details of long round-
ended stamens that are disposed radially on the fraise's 
petals. These artistic details are acceptable but should not 
be blazoned. 

Christiane zer Buche. Name (see RETURNS for device).  

Dónal Ó Dochartaigh. Badge. Gules, a demi-dragon Or issuant from base and 
charged on the shoulder with a mullet sable.  

Dónal Ó Dochartaigh. Badge. (Fieldless) A demi-dragon sable charged on the 
shoulder with a mullet Or.  

Edric de Aldebury. Name.  

Elayne MacDuncan. Name and device. Vert, a cross clechy and on a chief argent 
two billets sable.  

Fiametta della Rovere. Name.  

Listed on the LoI as Fiametta Della Rovere, the submission 
form listed the name completely in capital letters. We have 
changed the byname to della Rovere to match standard 
period practice and to meet the submitter's request for 
authenticity for Italian. 

Geneviève de Lironcourt. Name and device. Sable, semy of lozenges argent.  

Nice device! 

Godise Davidesdohtor. Name and device. Argent, a skull sable within a bordure 
sable mullety argent.  

Hlothere Wilde. Name.  

Submitted as Lothar Wildehaer, the submitter requested 
authenticity for 9th C Saxon and allowed any changes. 
Sommelier found an Anglo-Saxon form of the given name: 

Searle's Onomasticon Anglo-Saxonicum cross-
references Loth--- with Hloth---. Hlothere is 
dated to 1050 (p. 299) with the note "local 
Lotheres" and Hlothere Hlotharius is dated 537-
685. 

The submitted byname Wildehaer seems to combine the 
elements wilde 'wild' and hær 'hair'. No documentation was 
provided and none was found that a byname meaning 'wild 
hair' is reasonable in Old English. The LoI noted that 
Kingdom had intended to change the byname to Wildehara 
(a typo caused the change to not be made to the header on 
the LoI). Wildehara combines the elements meaning 'wild' 
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and 'hare'. Siren found examples of similarly constructed 
bynames in Middle English: 

I would note that, while <Wildhare> is a very 
plausible English byname (given dated forms 
<Wildecat> 1176, <Wildebef> 1327, 
<Wildehog> 1246, and <Wyldraven> 1300, all 
R&W s.n. Wildblood), I'm not at all convinced 
that the structure is documentable to Anglo-
Saxon times. 

However, while these examples support a byname such as 
Wildehare in Middle English, these examples do not 
demonstrate a similar naming pattern in Old English. 
Lacking such evidence, Wildehara is not registerable as a 
byname in Old English. 

Gösta Tengvik, Old English Bynames (p. 358 s.n. Wilde), 
dates Wilde to 1066 and Wild to the Domesday Book. Since 
the submitter requested authenticity for 9th C Saxon and 
allowed any changes, we have changed this name to 
Hlothere Wilde in order to make this name authentic for 
Anglo-Saxon England and to partially comply with the 
submitter's request for authenticity. Since we were not able 
to document these name elements specifically to the 9th C 
due to the scarcity of surviving Old English records, we 
were unable to confirm that this name is completely 
authentic for the submitter's requested time period. 

Jean Paul D'Etcheverry. Name.  

The submitter is the husband of Mylisant D'Etcheverry, 
whose name is registered in this LoAR, and so may register 
D'Etcheverry via the Grandfather Clause. 

Jovianus Skleros. Name (see RETURNS for device).  

Submitted as Jovian Skleros, no documentation was 
presented for Jovian, only for Iovinus, which is listed as a 
masculine given name in Bardas Xiphias's article 
"Common Names of the Aristocracy in the Roman Empire 
During the 6th and 7th Centuries" (http://www.sca.org/
heraldry/laurel/names/byzantine/early_byz_names.html). 
Metron Ariston found documentation for Jovianus: 

Flavius Claudius Jovianus was a fourth century 
Roman emperor. The name was fairly clearly a 
cognomen. However, [it] was used as a given 
name by neo-Latinists in the Renaissance period 
as Giovanni Pontano, who died in 1503, used as 
the Latin form of his name Jovianus Pontanus. 

As Jovianus is closer to the submitted Jovian than Iovinus, 
we have changed the given name to Jovianus in order to 
register this name. 

Louis le Blaireau. Name and device. Argent, a badger passant guardant between 
three billets vert.  

Lughaidh Mac Sheóinín. Name and device. Vert, a wolf rampant and a chief 
raguly Or.  

Máirghréad inghean Bhrìdein. Name.  

Listed on the LoI as Mairghread inghean Bhrídein, the 
submission form included the accents in the given name. 
We have returned the given name to this form. The LoI 
cited M'Bhrídein as a Gaelic form given in Black (s.n. 
MacBridan). However, the Gaelic form listed at this 
location is M'Bhrìdein, not M'Bhrídein. We have made this 
correction. 

Marmeduk MacKay. Name and device. Vert, on a pile inverted throughout 
engrailed between two wolf's paw prints argent a dog's head couped sable.  

 

Please advise the submitter to draw fewer and deeper 
engrailings on the pile inverted. 

Michael Fray. Name.  

Submitted as Michael of the Fray, the College found 
support for Fray as a patronymic byname, which would not 
include of the. Lacking evidence that of the Fray is a 
plausible period construction, it is not registerable. We 
have registered this name as Michael Fray, as the submitter 
allows. 

Míchél mac Donnchaid. Device. Vert, on a fess argent two billets sable, a base 
rayonny argent.  

Mylisant D'Etcheverry. Name.  

A letter attached to the submission form noted that the 
submitter wished her given name to be Mignon if 
documentation could be found for that name. As this 
information was not communicated to the College in the 
LoI, the College was unable to provide thorough 
commentary on the element Mignon. It was found that 
Aryanhwy merch Catmael and Talan Gwynek's article 
"Names Found in Commercial Documents in Bordeaux, 
1470-1520" (http://www.sit.wisc.edu/~sfriedemann/names/
bordeuax.htm) lists Mignon as part of a byname in the 
name Yvon le Mignon. However, evidence of Mignon as 
part of a byname does not support use of Mignon as a given 
name. Therefore, we have left the name as the submitted 
Mylisant. 

D'Etcheverry was documented as the submitter's maiden 
name, which she has retained as part of her legal name. The 
photocopy of her driver's license shows the form 
DETCHEVERRY in the printed area while the signature 
shown on the driver's license shows D'Etcheverry. Given 
that the form D'Etcheverry is included as part of her 
driver's license, it is registerable. 

Nigel Mac Suibhne. Name and device. Or, a fess sable overall a fret couped vert.  

Rurik the Red. Name and device. Argent, in pale three greyhounds courant 
within a bordure gules.  

Seamus O Dubhda. Name and device. Gules, two dragon heads couped Or and 
an open book argent.  

Submitted as Seamus O'Dubhda, O'Dubhda mixes the 
Anglicized Irish O' with the Gaelic Dubhda and so violates 
RfS III.1.a, which requires linguistic consistency within a 
name element. We have changed this element to the fully 
Gaelic form Ó Dubhda in order to register this name. Since 
accents must be used or omitted consistently within a 
Gaelic name, and no accent was included on the submitted 
form of the given name, we have left the accents out of this 
name. A fully Gaelic form that includes accents would be 
Séamus Ó Dubhda. 

Servita Zola. Name and device. Argent, a dragon passant between five crosses 
four and one purpure.  

Siobhan Graym. Name.  

Timothy of Glastinbury. Badge. Azure, a billet argent.  

It has been requested that the long-standing SCA tradition 
of assuming that a submitter automatically grants himself 
permission to conflict should finally be enshrined, in 
writing, in these hallowed LoARs. Therefore, let it be 
explicitly known that a submitter is assumed to give 
himself permission to conflict with all names and armory 
registered to him individually or jointly. Thus, this badge is 
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Status of ILoIs 
 
ILoI 2002-04: Commentary 2002-07 Gazette. LoI 2002-06. 
                  Results this gazette. 
 
ILoI 2002-05: Commentary 2002-08 Gazette. LoI 2002-07. 
                  Results this gazette. 
 
ILoI 2002-06: Commentary 2002-09 Gazette. LoI 2002-08. 
                  Laurel meeting scheduled 12/21/2002. 
 
ILoI 2002-07: Commentary 2002-10 Gazette. LoI 2002-09. 
                  Laurel meeting scheduled 1/18/2003. 
 
ILoI 2002-08: Commentary 2002-11 Gazette. LoI 2002-10. 
                  Laurel meeting scheduled 2/8/2003. 
                               
ILoI 2002-09: Commentary 2002-12 Gazette.  
                  Combined with LoI 2002-12. 
 
ILoI 2002-10: Commentary 2003-01 Gazette. LoI 2002-12. 
 
ILoI 2002-11: Commentary 2003-02 Gazette. LoI 2003-01. 
 
ILoI 2002-12: Commentary this Gazette. LoI 2003-02. 
 
ILoI 2003-01: Commentary next Gazette.  
                              Decision meeting scheduled 3/1/2003. 
 
ILoI 2003-02: Comments due Retiarius 3/20/2003. 
 
ILoI 2003-03: Comments due Retiarius 4/20/2003. 

October 2002 corrections to various Letters of Acceptances 
and Returns and the Armorial 

 

July 2002: Hans Faust der herlat. Discussion.  

The LoAR omitted discussion of the registration: 

Submitted as Hans Faust dem herlat, the 
byname dem herlat, meaning 'the herald', is in 
the dative case, which would not be used in a 
byname. We have corrected the grammar. 

September 2002: Gisele de Bier. Name correction from Gisela de Bier.  

The given name was misspelled on the LoAR. 

not held to conflict with the submitter's registered device, 
Azure billety argent. 

Vilhjálmr hausakljúfr. Device. Per pale gules and Or, a death's head 
counterchanged.  

Wilhelm Artzt. Name and device. Azure, on a pale between two eagles argent an 
eagle azure.  

Submitted as Wilhelm Arzt, the submitter requested 
authenticity for 16th to 17th C and did not note a language 
or culture (presumably it is German). Johann Siebmachers 
Wappenbuch von 1605, p. 64 (plate 44) and p. 71 (plate 
51), both list DIE ARTZT. Therefore, we have changed the 
spelling of this byname to Artzt for the submitter's 
requested time period. 

 
THE FOLLOWING HAVE BEEN  

RETURNED FOR FURTHER WORK 

Christiane zer Buche. Device. Per pale azure and vert, a tree blasted and couped 
argent.  

Conflict with a badge of the Middle Kingdom for the Order 
of the Silver Oak, Purpure, an oak tree blasted eradicated 
argent, fructed Or. There is one CD for changing the field. 
There is no difference for adding fructing. There is no 
difference for the tincture change implicit in adding 
fructing of a different tincture, as this affects much less 
than half the charge's tincture. There is also no difference 
between a couped tree and an eradicated tree. 

Domhnall Dubh Ó Ruairc. Device. Azure, a bend sinister between an eagle 
rising wings addorsed and a dragonfly Or.  

Conflict with Blair Dubois, Azure, a bend sinister between 
a cat sejant guardant and a dove close Or. There is one CD 
for changing the type of the secondary charges. There is no 
additional difference for changing charge posture. There is 
not a meaningful posture comparison either between birds 
and cats (per the charges in chief) or between birds and 
insects (per the charges in base). We do allow meaningful 
posture difference between groups of unlike charges if both 
groups can be said, for example, to have a meaningful 
addorsed posture versus a respectant posture, but that is not 
possible in this armorial comparison. 

Jovianus Skleros. Device. Azure, a chi-rho throughout within a bordure Or.  

The defining example of an SCA heraldic chi-rho is in the 
device of Basilius Phocas, Gules, a chi-rho argent within 
an orle of bezants. It shows the proportions we would 
expect of a chi-rho in normal iconography; the chi (x-
shaped part) is wider than, but not as tall as, the rho (p-
shaped part). In this emblazon the chi-rho is not, in fact, 
throughout (as originally blazoned) since the top of the rho 
does not touch the top of the field. Thus, the chi is taller 
than the rho. In addition, the rho is extremely elongated, 
making it difficult to identify as a rho or any other heraldic 
charge. The chi appears to be a saltire and has lost its 
identifiability as part of a chi-rho symbol. On the whole the 
combination of chi and rho has lost its identifiability, and 
must therefore be returned by RfS VIII.3. 

Katerina von Halberstadt. Badge. (Fieldless) A swan contourny argent.  

Conflict with a badge of Beyatah Robakovna, Per bend Or 
and sable, a goose counter-statant, wings elevated, head 
lowered, argent. There is one CD for fieldlessness. There is 
no difference between the postures of the birds, which only 
differ in how high the head is held. There is no difference 
between a goose and a swan. 
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Remember: All submissions are $9 (U.S.) each; $1 per submission is retained by the local group and a group check for $8 per submission is sent to Asterisk with the submis-
sions.  For Name Submissions, 3 copies of the form and documentation are to be sent to Asterisk, 1 copy is to be retained by the branch herald, and 1 copy is given to the sub-
mitter.  For Device/Badge Submissions, send 4 colored and 2 non-colored copies to Asterisk, 1 of each is retained by the branch herald, and 1 of each is given to the submitter.  
All money and all submissions go to Asterisk Herald. 
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Achievement Registrations, Questions Stellar Scroll All 

*These items are requirements of the job.    ‡If you receive these, it is a requirement of your job to send them to Asterisk promptly. 
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